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Abstract
In this thesis I tackled several issues connected with the modern time domain
astronomy focusing on the study of fast transient events, especially gamma–ray bursts
(GRBs), which are the most energetic transient phenomena on stellar scale observed
in the Universe.
Specifically, I studied the temporal variability of GRBs by means of Fourier
analysis. To do this I adopted two different approaches: studying the average proper-
ties of all the GRB power density spectra (PDS) and then analysing each individual
PDS.
I carried out the average PDS analysis on a sample of bright GRBs detected
by the BeppoSAX Gamma–Ray Burst Monitor and the Fermi Gamma–ray Burst
Monitor. The BeppoSAX /GRBM data, in the energy range 40–700 keV and with 7.8
and 0.5 ms time resolutions, allowed me to explore the average PDS at a unprece-
dented high frequencies (up to 1 kHz). It revealed a break around 1–2 Hz, previously
found in CGRO/BATSE data. This break provide an important hint on the physi-
cal mechanism involved. It can be linked to several possible interpretations (intrinsic
variability of the central engine, Lorenz factors distribution, wind thickness, etc.) The
Fermi/GBM data, in the energy band 8–1000 keV, allowed me to explore the aver-
age PDS within a unprecedented broad energy range. My results confirm the energy
dependence of the PDS slope extending it over a broader energy range, according to
which harder photons have shallower PDS slope. Their physical implications are still
not clear and will hopefully be matter of future study in the literature.
In the second approach I focused on the study of the individual PDS of
different samples of long GRB. The PDS are modelled with a power–law or a bent
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power–law depending on the results of a specific Bayesian analysis based on a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo algorithm. The PDS slope is found to correlate with both the
peak energy Ep of the νFν spectrum and marginally the high–energy power–law index
βB estimated with a Band function. I also found that GRBs with a short dominant
time–scale (τ , the typical duration of the pulses in the light curve) and long overall
event duration (T5σ) are either very rare or do not exist at all, and according to the
most popular models, in particular the so–called “internal shocks”, there is no reason
why this should be the case.
The same approach was adopted to search for periodic and quasi–periodic
signal in the prompt emission of a sample of 44 bright short GRBs detected with
Fermi/GBM, Swift/BAT, and CGRO/BATSE. The study of short GRB PDS had
never been done before. The aim was to look for the observational signature of quasi–
periodic jet precession which is expected from black hole–neutron star mergers, but
not from double neutron star systems. Thus, this kind of search holds the key to
identify the progenitor systems of short GRBs and represents the only direct way to
constrain the variety of the progenitors, waiting for the gravitational wave detections.
I tailored my search to the expected signal by properly stretching the light curves by
an increasing factor with time. I calibrated the technique on synthetic curves first
and then I applied it on the observed ones. I found no evidence of periodic or quasi–
periodic signals in our GRBs sample. In particular, for the 7 unambiguously short
GRBs with best S/N, I obtained significant upper limits for the amplitudes of the
possible oscillations. This result suggests that BH–NS systems do not dominate the
population of short GRB progenitors as described by the kinematic model of Stone
et al. (2013).
Concerning the optical fast transients analysis, I explored the potential of
a relatively new technique called “Singular Spectrum Analysis”, which so far has
found very few applications in high–energy astrophysics in spite of its versatility
and potential. I used the two–dimensional extension of this technique to decompose
the images collected by the RINGO3 optical polarimeter mounted at the focus of
2–m robotic Liverpool Telescope. In this way I can easily identify various noise
components (statistical and systematic) and suppress the distortion elements. As a
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result, I noticed a slightly enhanced S/N ratio. The gain in terms of S/N (moving
from the “raw” to the “processed” images) increased with longer exposure times.
Furthermore, a GRB optical followup activity was performed using the Las
Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope Network (LCOGT). I developed dedicated
software to carry out a rapid re–pointing and an effective photometric analysis of
GRB optical counterparts. My work also contributed to improve the system efficiency
through of a close interaction with the LCOGT team in its prime helping to calibrate
the new instrumentation and testing of the network as a whole.
Finally I searched and compiled a catalogue of all the solar X–ray flares
detected by BeppoSAX /GRBM. Using a properly accustomed detection algorithm I
passed throughout the satellite lifetime looking for possible transient events which
mostly resembled solar X–ray flares. I reported information about position, dura-
tion and spectral hardness for each event spotting the cases for which a common
CGRO/BATSE or Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) de-
tection was recognised.
Summing up, I carried out multi–wavelength analysis, explored and applied
several advanced timing analysis, statistical techniques and their applications to opti-
cal imaging to astrophysical transients with particular emphasis on GRBs, combining
it with code development which is being used in real–time followup activity and
prompt optical data analysis in the context of time domain astronomy.
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